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臺北市立興雅國中110學年度第一學期九年級英語科補行評量講義 

一、 字彙選擇 

1. ( B )When the star     at the meet-and-greet, all his 

fans shouted out his name. (Ａ) played (Ｂ) 

arrived (Ｃ) belonged (Ｄ) noticed 

2. ( D )Derek is getting fatter and fatter.  He should have a 

balanced    . (Ａ) race (Ｂ) interest (Ｃ) 

star (Ｄ) diet 

3. ( C )Did you     the right code?  How come the 

screen keeps showing “ERROR”? (Ａ) shape (Ｂ

) list (Ｃ) enter (Ｄ) save 

4. ( A )The foreigner is     to travel all over the island.  

What a great trip he’ll never forget! (Ａ) glad (Ｂ

) blind (Ｃ) modern (Ｄ) crazy 

5. ( B )I am now in the ninth    , and I’m going to senior 

high school this September. (Ａ) class (Ｂ) grade 

(Ｃ) subject (Ｄ) number 

6. ( A )How will you     your best friend?  Kind or 

smart? (Ａ) describe (Ｂ) hug (Ｃ) arrive (

Ｄ) play 

7. ( D )To stay in shape, my dad has given up     for 

weeks.  I don’t think he’ll need a lighter（打火機）

anymore. (Ａ) attacking (Ｂ) praying (Ｃ) 

baking (Ｄ) smoking 

8. ( A )There are many     of dresses in that department 

store.  Let’s go shopping there. (Ａ) types (Ｂ) 

choices (Ｃ) tips (Ｄ) drums 

9. ( A )There is a fountain（噴水池）in the     of the 

park. (Ａ) middle (Ｂ) medium (Ｃ) hill (Ｄ

) space 

10. ( D )The math test was so hard that     passed it.  

We all failed. (Ａ) yourself (Ｂ) anything (Ｃ) 

both (Ｄ) nobody 

二、 文法選擇 

1. ( B )    English     around the world? (Ａ) 

Does; speak (Ｂ) Is; spoken (Ｃ) Has; spoken (

Ｄ) Is; speaking 

2. ( A )The math problem is very difficult; I have no idea     

to ask for help. (Ａ) who (Ｂ) where (Ｃ) 

when (Ｄ) how 

3. ( A )I’m not sure if Kevin     this morning, but if he 

does, I’ll tell him that you called.〔103.會考〕 (Ａ

) will come in (Ｂ) comes in (Ｃ) has come in 

(Ｄ) came in 

4. ( D )Irisa’s dad wants her to learn the piano.  However, 

playing the piano     her. (Ａ) isn’t interest 

(Ｂ) isn’t interested in (Ｃ) doesn’t have an interest 

(Ｄ) isn’t interesting to 

5. ( D )The book     I read this morning is so interesting 

that I want to read it again. (Ａ) who (Ｂ) when 

(Ｃ) what (Ｄ) that 

6. ( B )Joan has lived in Taiwan since    . (Ａ) six 

months (Ｂ) 2012 (Ｃ) many times (Ｄ) a long 

time 

7. ( A )You won’t believe    .  I saw a girl with a snake 

around her neck! (Ａ) what I just saw (Ｂ) that I 

just saw (Ｃ) which just saw (Ｄ) who to see 

8. ( A )Would you buy two     eggs for me on your way 

home? (Ａ) dozen (Ｂ) dozens (Ｃ) dozen of 

(Ｄ) dozens of 

9. ( B )The game is     exciting     many children 

love it a lot. (Ａ) too; to (Ｂ) so; that (Ｃ) 

very; that (Ｄ) enough; to 

10. ( D )In 2011, many people     during the tsunami（

海嘯）in Japan. (Ａ) lose their lives (Ｂ) killed 

(Ｃ) are killed (Ｄ) died 

11. ( B )It     five years since he     Japan. (Ａ) 

will be; leaves (Ｂ) has been; left (Ｃ) was; left 

(Ｄ) is; has left 

12. ( B )Jason likes the girl    .  White looks good on 

her. (Ａ) with blue hair (Ｂ) in white (Ｃ) has 

a small mouth (Ｄ) wears red shoes 

13. ( B )Zoy: Have you     tried exercising in the 

morning?  Helen: Yes, I have. (Ａ) yet (Ｂ) ever 

(Ｃ) already (Ｄ) since 

14. ( C )My mother once told me that success belonged to 

those who worked hard.  From then on, I kept     

my best in every race. (Ａ) tried (Ｂ) try (Ｃ) 

trying (Ｄ) to try 

15. ( B )Jim: Tell me     Mom has been crying for two 

straight hours.  Dan: Dad won’t come back home 

anymore.  His love for her has died. (Ａ) whether 

(Ｂ) why (Ｃ) that (Ｄ) where 

16. ( D )Jeremy is always the last one     the classroom.  

He makes sure the doors and the windows are closed 

before going home. (Ａ) that leave (Ｂ) which 

leaves (Ｃ) that are left (Ｄ) who leaves 

17. ( C )In my school days, I     to English radio 

programs every day.  That was how I learned English 

at that time.〔108.會考〕 (Ａ) listen (Ｂ) have 

listened (Ｃ) used to listen (Ｄ) was listening 

18. ( D )The door was so heavy that the little girl     

push     open. (Ａ) can’t; × (Ｂ) couldn’t; 

× (Ｃ) can’t; it (Ｄ) couldn’t; it 

19. ( C )The little boy     from the lake quickly after he 

fell into it.  Luckily, he is OK now. (Ａ) saved (

Ｂ) was saving (Ｃ) was saved (Ｄ) has been 

saved 

20. ( D )The dog     yet. (Ａ) isn’t fed (Ｂ) isn’t 

going to feed (Ｃ) isn’t feeding (Ｄ) hasn’t been 

fed 
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21. ( B )Students like Mr. Ho’s Chinese class because he 

teaches Chinese in a(n)     way. (Ａ) boring 

(Ｂ) interesting (Ｃ) bored (Ｄ) interested 

22. ( A )Joseph’s mom lets him     video games for thirty 

minutes every day. (Ａ) play (Ｂ) to play (Ｃ) 

playing (Ｄ) played 

23. ( B )Making umbrellas     important to me since I 

was your age. (Ａ) would be (Ｂ) has been (Ｃ

) were (Ｄ) are 

24. ( D )The apartment     on the hill     yesterday. 

(Ａ) stands; was sold (Ｂ) stood; sold (Ｃ) 

which stands; has been sold (Ｄ) that stands; was 

sold 

25. ( C )Ann: Do you have any idea when Greg     to 

Tainan?  Tim: No.  I’ll ask him to call me up when 

he     to Tainan Train Station. (Ａ) gets; gets 

(Ｂ) will get; will get (Ｃ) will get; gets (Ｄ) 

gets; will get 

26. ( C )The women     they’re talking to     from 

England. (Ａ) ×; is (Ｂ) whom; comes (Ｃ) 

who; are (Ｄ) which; are 

27. ( A )Greg     lazy, but now he is very hard-working. 

(Ａ) used to be (Ｂ) did not use to be (Ｃ) is 

used to being (Ｄ) is used to be 

28. ( C )This is the last thing     I need to finish this 

week. (Ａ) who (Ｂ) where (Ｃ) that (Ｄ) 

what 

29. ( B )Most of Jeff ’s best books     when he was sick 

and poor.〔95.基測Ⅱ〕 (Ａ) have written (Ｂ) 

were written (Ｃ) would write (Ｄ) wrote 

30. ( A )Mrs. Smith is my favorite teacher.  She has taught me     

two years. (Ａ) for (Ｂ) by (Ｃ) about (Ｄ) 

since 

 


